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By Darrin Koltow, Microsoft Word has several features that you can customize, including tabs that display user-created templates. Adding a tab to your Word document templates is a process that involves both Windows Explorer and Word. No registry adjustment is required. The result of the operation is
not visible if you apply the quick method of creating new documents in Word by pressing Control-N. It is visible once you click the New command from the File menu. Open Word and click the multicolored Microsoft Office button in the upper-left corner of the app window. Click the Word Options button that
appears. Click the Advanced link in the left pane of the Word Options dialog box, and then scroll to the General position. Click the File Locations button and click the User Templates line in the dialog box that appears. Click the Modify button and right-click any white space in the right pane. You will not be
modifying the link to the folder that Word searches for custom templates, but by creating a little subpasinha within that folder. Select the New item from the pop-up menu and click Folder. Type a name for the folder that is appropriate for the templates that you want to store in it. For example, type My
Custom Templates or My Business Letterhead. Double-click the new folder to open it. Make a note of the full name of the path that appears in the address bar of the Change Location dialog box. Or, select and copy (by pressing Control-C) this path name. Press Cancel to close the dialog box and press
the Close or Cancel buttons on the remaining open dialogboxes. Now that you've made a folder to store your template, you're going to put something in that folder. Word requires this before displaying a new tab to represent the templates in the folder. Open Windows Explorer and navigate to one of your
existing Word templates. If you don't know where you are, locate it by typing, point in the Explorer search dialog box. Copy at least one existing template from step 8 to the name of the folder that you noted in step 6. Click Word on the New item of the Office button and click the My Templates link in the left
pane. The dialog box that appears will display a new tab whose name matches the name of the folder created in step 5. Dennis Reilly, of CNET's Workers's Edge blog, notes that when you have a lot of text that you want people to pass, a two-column layout, with or without titled headers, makes reading
much smoother than with a page blog. It posts simple English instructions on how to create a fake template to post your text and how to make it easily accessible to each report. Newb-ish? Sure. Useful for non-ninja Word users? Definitely.Create a two-column document template in Microsoft Word
[Workers' Edge | CNET] If you are looking to change career, finding a better job or entering the professional world after graduation, a carefully crafted and considerate CV is the key to getting your next big thing. But when when comes to write such a CV, well, it can be a kind of science. Because CVs are
meant to convey information to potential employers, sometimes our focus gets stuck in things like formatting and setting the dates of our past work experience. But just as important as the details themselves are good writings and sharp keywords that will make the recruiter want to pick up the phone and
bring it in for an interview. So what exactly recruiters and hiring managers want to see? To be sure, this will vary significantly depending on your industry and ideal career, but one thing is for sure: There are a few words you want to avoid, and others you want to be sure to include. Start by making a list of
keywords from your target work and work them on your resume. After you do this, give your resume a facelift, cutting redundant, empty words and swapping them for sharp, powerful words that will make your reader nervous and intrigued. We talked to Alisha Miranda of #alishainthebiz, author of the
Millennium Guide to Surviving (and thriving) unemployment, which guides women and young people in career, technological leadership and professional development. Miranda sheds a little more light on which cv words to nix and which ones to play up, so you can send your CV with confidence. Miranda
advises excluding all words that are descriptively empty, such as maven or ninja or any other tongue-in-cheek phrase other than a real title or professional descriptor. Often, our vocabularies become saturated by meaningless platitudes, and they can crawl into our resume and cover letters, but these
words often make a reader's eyes vidrem. The risk of using them is that you may not be taken seriously—after all, the empty drool on your resume is never a good look. In addition, Miranda says to avoid terms that can take credibility from its application. Don't include words like 'junior' that show your
weaknesses, Miranda says, adding that this could serve to minimize your qualification for the role. Instead of saying that you are the lowest in the totem, show how you 'contributed', 'supported', or 'served' in the best interest of an employer. On the other hand, one of the best things you can do is use a
language that soolikes as a solution or action. In other words, use your resume to show, not say. Miranda recommends including words like built, produced or managed to demonstrate leadership and independence. If you can describe a time when you were the first person to make something new happen
at work, this will also help you stand out as an innovative and dedicated employee. Another way to make your CV pop is to include words that reflect strong personal and professional values. Instead of saying that you are a team player, Miranda recommends weaving into words that demonstrate that is
part of your work ethic, such as collaboration, partnership or trust. It's easy to say that you work well with others; it's another other to prove that this is the case. Ultimately, your resume gives others your first impression and will determine your chances of a new job. If you are feeling trapped and are not
sure of your strengths, Miranda recommends asking someone you trust for help. If you're having trouble inventing words to describe your best employability, ask friends, colleagues or co-workers how they would describe you, Miranda adds. So work it on your résumé. Cv.
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